HEALTH IT

KMG provides Health IT
solutions that enhance
efficiency of healthcare
process and improve
patient outcomes.

Helping Build the Future of Healthcare
A flexible healthcare system should be able to deliver better quality in terms of patient care and
enhanced productivity for healthcare professionals. At KMG, we combine both technology and
industry expertise to meet such objectives. Our flexible, Health IT-first approach is aimed to help
organizations achieve real transformation through technology.
The Changing Face of Healthcare
Technological developments have changed the face of healthcare. But unlike other business lines, healthcare is
not regarded only as a cost factor but as an investment towards a better, progressive future. The outcome of
this investment is the enablement of a connected health ecosystem based on both Quality and Productivity.
KMG offers custom-built solutions backed by over 20 years of unrivalled expertise in the healthcare vertical to
help you with your business priorities.

Focused Expertise
The need for healthcare collaboration has never been greater.
KMG works across the healthcare environment enabling
organizations to leverage technology and enhance patient
care. KMG helps clients get around their IT challenges through
flexible and cost-effective services including:










Development, integration and maintenance of applications
Building Physician and Patient Centric Portals
Enterprise Level mHealth Solutions
Custom built solutions / extensions to major
Hospital systems
HL7 Based Interfaces
HIE Related Work
Management, implementation and 24x7 support for
patient centric applications and processes
System modernization and web enablement
of existing applications
Staff Augmentation

Today, both patients and providers rely on
digital information and communication.
Providers are racing to improve patient care
while keeping cost low. At the same time,
they must also keep up with the ever
changing regulations. These are some of
the sizeable set of challenges being faced
by health organizations. KMG helps provide
all such Health IT needs.

KMG has over 20 years of experience in providing clinical and IT solutions to clients in the healthcare
industry with solutions spread across a complete portfolio of Web & Mobile Applications, HL7
Interfaces, Portals &Intranets, and Healthcare IT Interoperability Systems.

Integration capability for leading Health IT Standards and Vendors
All Associated Logos, Names and Third party Registered/Trademarks are property of their respective owners

The usage of the above logos simply indicates our familiarity with these tools & products and does not indicate our
association with these organizations.

KMG Value Proposition
Value Addition

Commitment

Results

KMG’s excellent team of designers
and programmers has delivered
technology solutions across various
domains to businesses around the
world. Combine this with our
offshore delivery capabilities – it’s a
win-win for you and your
organization.

Our client’s success is our success.
We are here – committed and
ready to deliver. We work hard to
meet and exceed our client’s
expectations to ensure their
business objectives are achieved.

KMG’s strategic approach to
resource planning, combined with
in-depth testing processes, will
provide significant cost savings,
reduce re-work and provide speed
to market capability. We produce
results for you and for your top and
bottom line.

About KMG
KMG is a technology agnostic IT consulting and technology services company with over 300 professionals working across
United States and India serving clients across the world. We provide innovative and high quality development solutions
over a host of business functions across various industries. We are a partner of choice for organizations looking for
opportunities to transform their business through IT solutions.

